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Abstract

1cleation from a single cavity has been stuied indicating
that cavity gemtry is aportant in tro vays. fTe outh diameter

determines the superheat nmeded to initiate boilnga and its shape
determines its stability one boiling has begun. Contact ange is

shown to be iEortant in bubble aclastion prmarity thrugh its
effect on cavity stability. Contact agle nsmunnts made on
"clean" and paraffin coated stainIess steel murftces with water
shcw that the contact angle varies between 20 and 110* for ten-
peratures from 20 to 170* C. On the basis of sigla cavity mu3ea

tion theory., it is prpoemd to characterie the grss UQaleation

properties of a given surface for all fnds under all conditions
with a single gr having the dmnions of lgth. Finally, it
is shon eeperiaumtally that this aehraoterisation is agVate by
boiling water, nthmnol and ethanol different copper surtes
finished with 3/0 emry, and shoving that the number of active
oenters per unit area is a function of this variable alan.



ie Role of Surface Conditions in Nucleate Boiling
by

Peter Griffith
John D. WaLlis

ImNODUCWION
In the past, mny attete have been made to correlate nucleate

boiling heat flux versus teseraW re difference data on the basis of
fluid properties alo. It has not been found possible to do this as
the .condition of the surface of the heater has been-found, ezperi-
mntally, to have a pronounced effect on both the slope and position
of the nucleate boiling curve. In correlations this difficulty has
been circumvented by choosing the best ,constant value for the slope
for the boiling curve and determining the best value for a coefficient
fr one or re experiments. In doing this, there has been little
appreciation of what surface conditions Vere imortant and how they
manifested themselves through, the slope and position of the boiling
curve.

Corty and Faust (1) uade gross measure mnts of heat flux wall
serheat and the maaber of ucleation sites it area for surfaces
of various roughness. Te experinents showed roighness was Ieortant
but did not indicate how am should take cognisance of it in pre-
dicting the performce of a given surface in boiling. Other experi-
menters have varied contact ang2a with surface active agents and with
various oils on the surface. Ubere vas an obvious effect, but the
umgnitude of the effect was quite wupredictable. Bnkhoff (2, 3, 4)
has amuined the .chanim of bubble nucleation in sam detail and has
arrived at the conclusion that in boiling, bubbles originate from
pre-existing vapor pockets in oavities on the surface. He also
indicates the role of contact angle and cavity geastry. Wetwater
(5) has eainixud a boiling surface under a icroscope and has observed
that, in general, the bubbles do originate from cavities or large
scratches on the surface. His observations verify qualitatively the
4eductions of Bankhoef.



In general, it can be sid the surface conditions can affect the
boiling process in two ways; either through altering the bubble shape
and alie at departure, and their frequency or through teir effects on
the wal siperheat needed to initiate the powth of a bubble. It does
not appear tat there are very signif nt diferences between engineer-

Ing surface in so for as departure asie or shape of the bubble is
conaerned. Bamver, it does qpear that the sarface conditions can have
a profound effect on the uAleation charateristics of the surface. It
is on tis second effect that attention will be focused in this work.
In partnular, two related problems ill be considered. What are the
conditions leading to the nucleation of a single bubble, and what surface
and fluid prqpertls aust be specified in order that the gross mcleation
b ctewistLcs of the swaoe will be determined.

immination from a StanI Cavity
ITe a-_MuIom of bubble mlmaton from a single cavity will begin

by onsde'ing an IdalMse4 conical eavity under equilibritan condition;
tahm, The efftet of cavity geiomtry and contact angle vill be considered.
Finall, eresentative veaues of the contact angle will be presented.

mgluaag a Cannina cavity, such as is inustrated in Figure 1, with
a babble alresiy In it. let us further assmam to begin that the contact
angle between the liqual and solid is 90*. A plot of the bubble radius
of c vare versu the bubble volme is an shown in Figure 1. The
peculiar see of the curm with Its minimm =n xmimm exists because
when the bubble arrives at the lip of the cavity, its radius of curvature
begins to decrese witM increasing bubble volu. Finally, when the
bubble projects beyond the 'avity with the shape of a hemisphere any
further Infrease in vo3 results in an Increase in the radius of
curvature of the bubble. fis minima radius of curvature is called
te critical radius r* and bos a valm equal to the radius of the cavity
at Its muth. It is this reius which detemines what the vall superheat
is that is needed to initiate the pwth of a bubble. Por a wide range
of cavity geometries and contact angles, this is the only diinnsion that
need be specifIed to determine the siperheat needed to initiate the growth
of a babble. Ma question of the range of cavity geometries and contact
angles for which this s true will be considered later.



The redius of' curvaure at a curved interface, 'which is segment
of a sphere, aO the liquid superheet at equilibrium can be related at
follows.e

2Pcr (1))r
4p is the pressure difference betwreen the inside and the outside of
the bubble. When the bubble is at equilibritu the pressure inside the
bubble and the t-erature of the vapor and the liquid nust correspond
to those which exist at equiUbriua across a plane interface. That
is, the vapor mast be at the saturation temerature corresponding to
its pressure and the liquid mast be at the saw teaerature. Te liquid
is therefore superheated. The ezcess teerature in the liquid can be
related to the excess pressure in the bubble through the Clausius-Clapyron
relation. This relation in difference form is as follws:

,&V U b(2)1

When p is eliminated betreen equations (1) and (2), a relationship-
beteen liquid sagerheat an interfae radius of curvature is obtained
which is as foliar

r I --
I C .(3) /

When the critical radius is substituted in equation (3) the teqperature
difference becomes the critical teerature difference. This is the
minimm teerature difference which is needed to start the bubble

rowing from a cavity vith a muth radius re.
2. Cavity Size and PAber, #A the Wall Superheat

With the above straightforward theory, it was felt that a s1aple
experiment on a specially prepared surface wou34 be sufficient to show
the relation between the vall suPerheat an the heat flux. In particulr,
if there were a amber of identical cavities on the surface, one might
expect that portion of the boiling curve vould be vertical. This is
because a very a01 increase in te M"erature voula be sufficient to
activate another cavity thereby substantialy increasing the heat flux..



Furthermore, one would expect that the wall superheat measured in
such an experiment would be directly related, through equation (3), to
the cavity size on the surface.

In order to test this hypotbeais, a boiling surfnce was prepared
by polishing a copper beater, about am inch in diimter, with emry
paper and then pricking it with a sharp nd g h edle to give
37 holes of uMifom size and shoo which were evenly spaced on the
surface. In order to he)p mitain Stmla ion frcu these sites, the
entire surface was washed with a paraffin carbas tetra-chlorde sobntiou
which left a thin film of paraffin Wn the surfsae. g Metod of surface
Prepration and the experinatal apparats am described in greater de-
tail in Appelndix A. A sid] surface was pePazed in ently the sam
way except that no Oavities were plOed on the surface; that is, there
were only he cavities left by the e7ner Cloth ce t secenA surface.
fte boiling curves obtaiWnd fra these two surfaces are coqsred in
Figure 2.

A mer of obsera tions aan be sde from the relts of this
esernent. First, the curve for the surface with the cavities lies
to the left of the other Cn until a relatively large heat f3nx is
attained as is to be e*pected. aeoudly, the slope is large, 7 or so,
but the line is definitely not vertical. eis is not quite as expected.
Lastly, the wall superheats are of the order of 20* F. Tis is un-
expected.

O woulA expect from the size of the cavities on the surface that.
the wall gerhmat uMd be constant at about 3* P., Insteed of the 20*
bserved. tbfr appear to be several possible evpisntions for this

result. Either the cavities ae not tme ucleating centers or, the
mun surfnce tanerature is not he am seen by the cavity or, se
other process determ whater a cavity will nmaaste such as the
rate at which the interIhee travels dapra the cavity. Tat is the
meeation properties of a cavity ae detmned by properties other
tban those qpearang in eLuatiaO 3. In the next section the first of
these questions Vill be considered in carnaction with the stability of
cavities as nacleation centers. lm, in the succeeding sections,
experinats vill be described which shoer what properties are important
in determining me MaCleation characteristics of a cavity and finally
of a surface.



3. Stability of Various Cavities as Nhleation Centers
In the preceding diseassion of the mleation characteristics of

a single cavity, it vas assumd that the contact angle as 90* and the
cavity was conical. In general, conditions different frm these will
not affect the toerature at which a cavity vill uwleate but will
affect its stability as a nuileation site. Let us consider the effect
of contact angle variations and of cavity geumtry.

The minima radius of curvature or the msmimm on the temperature-
volem plot of Figure 1 is detemined by both the diater of the cavity

inath am the conteat angle. In the case when the contact angle lies
within the follaing limits the meimm on the remtprocal radius versus
volume plot and aomseqently the r* an mian+-ion meerbeat is constant.
These limits are

90* 0
1ar the aurm I Eqid ac ination for which uation (Q) is true the
critical readis of Iuraure vin abways be equal to cavity mouth
radius. If A is 1es than ", no m man wi2l exist, while if
is greter tha 90*, the wall steerbeat needed to initiate boiling
from the cavity vin be reuee. he mot stable avities vi3 be
thoe that have largs contoot angles within them as the minimma on
Figure 1 v11 be lower so that a lar tmn eratre vii be needed to
desAtivate the eavity.

If tMe cavity is of the re-entmant type, it wi be very stable
indeed. 'Jis can be seen in Figure 3 for which a plot reprocal

radius-vome smilar to that of Figure 1 is developed. When the
radius of curvatue becnes negative, it mans the lqa aust
actua137 be maboocLed in or6er to deactivate a cavity. Such a cavity
very likely serves as the nucleation site for the initiation of boiling.
4. contact AnsIe

A Iags aer of mesuremnts have been ade at 1I temrature
of the contact ang3e between various murfaces and liquids. Careful
measuremnts on clean, moth, mtal sures, m UtalZoide surfacea
and mtal sulfide surfaces, all sa that the equilibrius contact
angle is 0*. Wrever, engineering surfaces are nevr clean or smooth,
and, in the case of boiling, equilibriMun is never at.ained. The fore-
going effects all tend to make the contact angle geater then 0*.
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Sammom vho has never made rmets of the contact angle
cannnot qpreclate what minute quantit4es of a material are needed
to contaminate a surface. A clean, dry metal surface hel in air
for non ha a instant viil pick p inute draplet of oil that
coeglts3y alter its pCcprties. ur'thumae, no sovent used to

vash the murfaew vill res the 3ast traces of any Mn1. .nau on
the metal. n th e only rejamOR VW to f1Ma a clean metal
surfae Is to maad it under water ad top it there.

Reemase no contct anul sesmeat. exist ier water at
elevatedt*gersatures, au& reeesentativahs were not aailable
for .nginaerig "c2am" mufaees, same efttaft mom] uremts

base been umb as part of this "Ioan. se qggratas an techniqueo
use" to -" these wsuremts ae describetd in'Apmix B. Briefly,
bmaeer, the tilting plats =tA us used i tMiebh the angle between
the plete aM A free waeft of a ligaui was sajstedW until the
luA surface - int e plats withot eurwature. se angle
beteen m, pat and the IgqJSA Ias t measured. hicaly.

n aacrta ua rew a iunle esatmmed. vit paraffin was
masured aIs with tose for a s-oalad 'la"u surface. Mhese

masaseent ae pessatea 1in 1 Iaien 6 s 5.
As em be en, th -esffta- s-sA sarface Gives fairly

rero~mlb3 resaa ta 3 tue semsw fr the "clean" surface is
lpage 4 iaelly Lies bel the vainms for urface cot-iimted

with parfin. one esti s from tine nasuens tat any
cavities wih Icos agles less t8] 30* eaulX probaby be effective
as uncatMin sites. wit this ftematia, let us cOtimUs with a

conideraion athe esrital bstrnaisaon of the truth of this
theoy.
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Experimental Determination of the iucleation Properties of Single Cavities

A series of experiments reported In reference (6) have been run to

determine whether the foregoing theory indeed is correct. In particular,

it was desired to determine first whether the nucleation mnehanism

embodied in equation (3) was correct and second, whether a single dimension

was sufficient to specify the nucleation properties of such a cavity and

last, whether auch a cavity is reasonably stable.

An apparatus was constructed which is described in detail in Appendix

C. This apparatus allowed one to maintain a liquid at any moderate tempera-

ture and at any pressure equal to or less than atmospheric pressure. It was

possible to imerse in this liquid a surface n wich a cavity of known

geomety exieted and to adjust the pressure and temperature of the liquiA

until boiling from the cavity just ceased. The pressure and teerature

corresponding to this condition would be recorded and the corresponding

superheat omuld be calculated. In performing the experinents in this way,

essentially equilibrim conditions would exist in the test vessel, and the

temperatre of the surface wauld be unifom and known.

A number of e.perimental determinations were made and these are presented

in Figures 6, 7, and S. The liquid superheats appropriate for these cavities

are calculated from equation (3) asasming that the radius of the mouth of the

cavity is the minimm= radius of curvate. The conditions under which thee

experimental measurements were made were fixed by balancing the errors in

temperature measurement, which are large for large cavities) with the errors in

cavity aise msamurmnts, which are large for small cavities. Therefore,

cavities appuoximately 2 x 10 inches in diameter were used. In varying the

system pressure as was done in these xperinents, variation was obtained in

all terms of equation (3), though not independently.

Once the cavity aise and surface treatment were decided upon and the

specinen prepared, it was immersed in hot water and heating begas,
This was continued until the air in the cavity and water was driven out,

which was about 1/2 hour for conical cavities and 2 hours for the reservoir



cavity. Then the rate of heating was decreased and bath and water tempera-

ture allowed to drop until the rate of bubble formation decreased to a low
value, generally from 1 per 0.2 see to 1 per 5 see. This temperature was
then recorded. The rate of boiling from the cavity could be increased by
increasing the temperature or decreasing the pressure.

In running, some difficulty was experienced from the nucleation of
bubbles from frogueP nucleation sites (that is, sites which were not those

prepared). To avoid this, it was necessary to keep the surfaces both clean
and smooth. In addition to this difficulty, it can be seen there is a
certain amount of scatter in the data, particularly for clean surfaces. It
is felt this is due primarily to the difficulties associated with the temp-

erature measurement and in maintaining a slow, steady rate of bubble forna-
tion from a cavity.

The stability of a cavity was found to be quite sensitive to the way in
which the boiling was started. If the water was degassed before starting, it
was found to be impossible to initiate boiling from the desired spots.
Apparently, the degassed water dissolved all the gas from the cavity before
boiling began so that the cavity filled with liquid and was no longer active.
Also, it was found to be easier to maintain boiling and get reproducible read-
ings from the paraffin treated cavity than the Hclean* ones. This is to be
expected when one considers the importance of contact angle on the stability
of a cavity.

It was found to be possible to deactivate a cavity which was boiling by
increasing the pressure suddenly. This occurred when the pressure increase

was sufficient to make the water in the tube the equivalent of several degrees
sub-cooled. If the pressure was decreased again, boiling would not start from

the cavity A its characteristic activating superheat. Apparently the cavity
became filled with liquid. In principal, this is the reason for the difference

between the boiling curves for increasing and decreasing heat flut.



These tests shoved that the theory of bubble nucleation embodied in equa-
tion (3) is substantial.3y correct and that the specification of a single
dimension for characterising a nmcleation site is sufficient. They showed
that conical cavities are not stable for such sub ooling and na-wetted
cavities are more stable than wetted cavities. They shoved importance of air
on the initiation of boiling. Finally, they showed that the most likely

xplanation for the difference between the exected 3e wall superheat and the
observed 207F in the eperiments of figure 2 is that the surface is a lot cooler
in the vicinity of a cavity tha elseWhere.

The &ecificatioM of the Iacleation Properties of Boilia Sraces

It remains to apply the above findings to the specification of a real
boiling surface. The questinms that most be asvered are as follows. What
Sasuremnts sinot be made in order to determine the naleation characteristics
of a surface, and what ioportant variables must be fixed in order to fix the

nucleation chaaeteristios? In this section a series of experinet will be
described whiah vill indicate what mast be specified in order to fix the
nucleation properties of a surface, then the importance of the as yet a-
tested variables will be discussed.

The experiments performed on the nucleation of single babble. shoed
that a single dmeansan might be sufficient to harasterie a cavity. The
nucleation characteristics of a surface would be fixed if the sise distribu-
tion of cavities on the surface were knon. Equation (3) allows us to
interpret the sie of the cavity in terms of a wall superheat and fluid
properties. Therefore, one might hope that though the mean surface tempera-
ture is a poor measure of the temperature at a cavity, for a given surface

material and uethod of surface treatment, there would be a single value for

the number of active cavities for a given value of the wall superheat and

fluid properties. That is, if this theory applies to a real boiling surface,
then a plot of the number of active spots per =nit area, n/A, as a function
of radius ought to be invariant even though the type of fluid or its pressure
were altered. Thus for surfaces of the same material treated in the same way,
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20'T

a single curve should result when n/A is plotted versus V7(T).

The second term has dimesions of radius and comes from equation (3).

To test this, an apparatua was constructed which allowed simlitanous

measurements of surface temperature and heat flux and also allowed one to

photograph the surfaces during boiling. The liquid teperature was kept

low so the bubbles did not leave the surface and an unobscured view of the

surface was possible. The number of babbles on the surface could then be

counted for photographs. The apparatus and test procedure are described in

greater detail in Appedix D.
The results for four different copper surfaces treated the same way, on

which water was boiled twice along with methanol and ethanol are shown in

Figure 9o The surface was Ocleana and finished dry with 3/0 emergy paper.

The three fluids yield quite different n/A vs Tj-Ts curves though the two

surfaces on which water was boiled give very similar results. When thes"

points are plotted verss the group on right hand side of equation (3)

(figure 10) it can be seen that all fluids fall on about the same curve. In

so far as the properties hot in equation (3) for alcohol and water are not

the same, it can be said they have no effect on the gross nucleation proper-

ties of the surface-liquid combination.

Since the mean surface temperature has been shown experimentally to be

not directly related to the temperature a cavity sees, one might expect that

the thermal properties of the surface material might play a role. This

question is now under study.

Conclusions

1. Nucleation occurs from pre-existing gas-filled cavities on the surface.

2. A single dimension in general is sufficient to characterise such an

active cavity.

3. The wal superheat at which such a cavity will become active is fixed

by surface tension and other known fluid properties.
4. The mean surfrce temperature is not a good indication of the temperature

felt by an active cavity.
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5. For surfaces made of the same material and treated in the samn way,
a single plot of the nuaber of cavities versus cavity mouth radius can be
developed which is appropriate to apply to a variety of fluids at various
Pressures.

It still remains to test the importance of sarface material thermal
properties. Also, awe detailed experiments will have to be performed which
will directly relate the wall superheat and =umber of active sites to the
heat flux from the surIaes. In this way the ucleation properties of the
surface a be tied to the enthalpy transport per bubble.
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List of SbolA

latent beat of vaporsation

absolute tewperature ol

abolute teqperature ol

radius of curvature of

apoei volm= Change

auber of active spots

contact angle asured

surface tension

f satuwaom

SVl

bubble

on aporisation

per mit area

through the liquid

critical condition corresponding to the
hemispherical bbhle at the mth of the
oavity also equal to cavity =uth radius

To
V

Vfg

RI/A
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Apparatus and 1zperinsatal Procedure Used to Obtain Boat l2uz vs.
Wall Bnerhat Curves for Specially Prepared races

Te heater and vessel are shew in cross-sectomn in Figure 11. The
heat in supplied by three 120 Ckonelux eleotrioal heaters i=ad=A- in
a copper collector section. Te heat is then passed through a straight
conductor to the surface an which boiling is taking place. Three copper-
Constantan theorio=0 ples are imIed In the straight oceductor section
and the readings from these extrapolated to give the surface teperatre.
These measurements am also be used to give the heat fl.

The surface is prepared by polishing it with pb veery paper util o
scrathehs readn which are larger than those due to the e.erg itself.
One of the runs s made after the surface had been washed with a carbon
tetrachloWide-paraffia solUtaon wito flther treatment. This left
a very thin layer of paraffin over the entire surfaoe. The other r was
ade on a surface that was washed with the same solation and pricked with

the pmoh described below, so that it had 37 eenly speoed cavities
2.7 z 10 inches in diamter at the mnth on equilateral triangles. The
sides of ench triangle were 3/Pa lUg. The holes were poiched with a prick
which was made as follmis. A stealgasph me needle was sharpened to an
3V ome angle with an alabaster harning tw. e radius of curvature at
the tip wa appr itely 104 inches. This needle was placed in a Mylen
bolder that had a stop an it that prevented the needle from penetrating
the copper for aW more than a certain predetemined distance. The needle
was held in this holder with a smal setsre. The depth of penetration
and shape of the cavity could then be determined from the shape of the
needle that made it and the diamter of the mouth of the cavity.
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Description of the Apparatus and Method of Measuring the Contact Angle
(INaotsuma Isahiki Lasud)

It was desired to obtain values of the contact angle for water on
engineering surfaces at temperatures for which boiling data was being

taken. This necessitated building a device which maintained a given
temperature and pressure while allowing one to observe the contact angle
on a surfcos. Therefore, to obtain the correct conditions of temperature
and pressure, a small boiler, illustrated in Figure 12a, was constructed.
The various parts are described in the caption to the figure.

The test section was immersed in the liquid in the boiler on the line
of sight between the tvo windows shown in the illustration. Two methods
were tried to give the desired liquid-avapor-surface contact angles, the
bubble method and tilting plate methde. The bubble method while freer of

contamination difficulties was found to be unsatisfactory because the
bubble would not hold its se for any length of time. At elevated pressure,

a bubble of pure vapor was formed which grew and collapsed with very slight
changes in the water temperature. Air babbles would not have given this

difficulty, but the contact angles would probably not have been the ones

that could exist between water and its vapor. For this reason, the tilting
plate method was turned to.

The difficulty with the tilting plate method is that the water surface
is not renewed And as such is likely to become contaminated. Therefore, a
small watertight chamber with glass ends was constructed which isolated the
test water from the *boiler8 water. For this apparatus, the boiler water

simply provided the desired conditions of temperature and pressure. The
test sotion is illustrated in Figure 12b and described in greater detail

in the caption of that figure.



When running, the surface was prepared in the desired mauer and
the heat turned on. For points below 100eC., the total pressure was
always 14.7 psia, (that is, the boiler and test section were open to
the atmosphere). Above 10000. the boiler was closed and boiled so that
the air was driven off and the contact angle recorded characteristio of
a pure vapor-4aterwetal system.

Readings were taken in the following maenr. The temperatUre and
pressure were recorded and the plate tilted so that the Interface approach-
ed the plate without Cr*ature. A picture was then taken. The camera used
was a 35on, shooting directly into the light so that a profile was obtained.
The ligt was steady and the desired exposure obtained with the shatter on
the canera. After de'ulogng, the film was projected In a nicrofil viewer
and the engles nasured. Beause the contact angle did not have single value,
the tilt on the plate was usUally not exastly right. When it was not, the
angle between the tangent to the liqid surface at the triple interface and
the metal surface was recorded.

In so far as thee was no difficulty in reproduaing the values for the
paraffin coated surface, l1gue 4, it can be said there was no effect from
oatuside ontaewna+Aon en the readings. For the Nolesne surface, the scatter
and bysteresis is MffiLcent27y large so that there is a likelihood that there
is a certain variable amon of contamiaton an the water surface and on the
metal surface igeh So affecting the results.

A great deal of diffmeniy was experienced ubi'e naking these neasurements
in controlling the sface tconitions in such a mnnr as to give reproduoibl3
readings. As these caditions are not usually very well controlled in boiling
experinments, these values are p-bably representative of the ones that vMld
exist during boiling. To the authi's etPunledge, these are the only contaet
angle Soaare mns xisting for high terature water.
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Apparatus and P ocedMIe Used to Test Nucleation Properties of
SMntle Cavities

The Overall qarperintal setup is shim in Figure 13 in which the
various parts are labelled an the draing.

In a typical test run, the tube was first washed vigorously in hot
tap water followed by distilled water, and left empty. The test surface
was put in it after being lightly brushed with a paper towel, and than
the tube put into the oil bath, (which was being heated by the bunsen
burner). The cork assembly was put in place, the three termocouple
tubes having been cleaned with a paper towel first. Meanwhile, distilled
water was being heated separately; when the thrmocuples indicated a
temperature near boiling in the empty tube the hot (but not boled),
distilled water was poured into it over the hot test surface. The tube
was removed to do this, to prevent water being splashed into the hot oil.
The thermocouples were again cleaned, the cork assembly put in place and
connected up to the rest of the apparatus and the test was under way at
atmospheric presm.

Readings were taken at frequent intervala. tach comprised temperature
and pressure readings, with a note on the type of boiling in the tube.

Pressure readings were made up of the barometer reading (taken onoe),
the manometer reading, and the head of water above the cavity in the tube.

The purpose of the first part of each test was to boil off the air in
the water and cavit, and so vigM9ous heating was esployed to give vigorous
boiling from the cavity. Origisal3j, the air was boiled off the water
separately before the test began but when eis was dome the oavity could never
be activated at all. Apparently the air in the cavity must have diffsed cat
before the temperature rose high enough to provide enough vapor for stability.
Hence, the necessity found for keeping the cavity 'primed' by air from the
water at the start of a test.
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When slow boiling, and starting and stopping of boiling were

regnired, the bWnsen burner was removed and the rate of boiling left to
drop. It slowed down very gradually because of the large balk of the
oil bath. As soon as boiling stopped completely, beating was resmed
strongly to prevent the temperature dropping far enough to kill the cavity.

Atnospheric pressure in the test tube was assured by leaving the ook
loose on the pressure reservoir. A--spheri pressure readings were taken
first, and then readings at dimnishing pressure down to the lowest requir-

ed; conditions at each stage were controlled with the faucet mpa and the
basna burner. finally, the test tube was returned to atmospheric pressure

by loosening the pressure reservoir cork again, and some readings taken
with the cavit1 dead.

At syt-dow, the surface was removed and had the water evaporated off
it before being stored in air mnder a dust cover of paper. The tabe was
washed vigorously as at the start, and then filled with distilled water.
The thermowouple tubes were cleaned again, and the whole cork assembay
returned to the tAbe for storage until the nezt test.

The great emphass on c1ea=14===s was found to be necessary by eper'-
ienoe, as very aotive 'ran.e masleation points were formed on the glass or
other parts of the test surtfe if these precautions were not taken. 1ven
when they were taken, there was sometimes trouble and in this case the only
sure cure was to stop the test, clean the tube and everything in it, and

start the test again from the beginning. however, sometimes they would stop
of their own aoord or be stopped by a slight drop in temperature.

Often the Oragns point killed the cavity because it had the lower
critical superheat AT, and so held the temperature down below thtrequired
by the cavity. When it did not kill the cavity (having a AT* nearly the same),
but only accouaied it, readings were still good as long as rates of boiling

from the cavity not from the other, were noted. But the condition is
undesirable.
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Experimuntal Apparatus and Experimntal Procedure Used to Obtain
Gross Nucleation Properties Data

Me vessel and heater arrangement for this series of tests is
identical with those described in Appendix A. The surface was always
oopper and always finIshed with 3/0 emery, with stack.. in the same directian.

The pictures, from which the bubble counts were made, were taken
with a camera with the Lens open all the tim. The image on the
negative was just about the same sise as the bubble being photographed.
The bubbles were stopped with an Mxgesto aicro-lash wilt giving a shot
of light 2 x 10 seoonds in da . owr piotres ware taken at each
setting and all wer onted. The average result for the four pietures is
plotted an Figures 9 and 10. A umber of eml photographic difficulties
had to be overoome in order to obtain pictures that could be counated.

First, in order to have an ubsured view of the surfaos the babbles
that were formed had to be condensed near the surfaoe. eis meant for the
water the temperae must be kep6 in the vicinity of 100". For methanol,
the temperature was about 90 md for ethenol about 10207. If the tempera-.
tare we lowes, the bubbles beoam too smal to see and if it were higher,
the view became obscured. The water temperature was controlled with a
cooling call.

The light needed to take the pictures oame in at an angle of 45 from
the surface and the picture was taken from direotly above the surface.

For the ethanol and Methanol the b*ebles were very small so that the
temperature of the liquid had to be kept rather high in order that the
bubbles remain visAble Mis meet that the babbles departed from the
surface ad confused the pioture slight2. lowever, wie en of' stop of
2.4 the depth of focus was so small that the departed bubbles were always
out of focus. For the alcobols, also, a convection crnat was set up by the
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rising bubbles which disturbed the liquid surface. This also confased
the pictures. However, when a petrie dish was floated on the surface
this difficulty was overcome.

There was considerable naleation about the soft gasket sealing the
test section into place for the alcohol runs. This occurred so far frua
the section of interest, however, that it did not hurt the pictures cr
spoil the temperature measurements.

When counting the pictures, an area of interest was selected in the
center of the test section 1/2" in diameter and only bubbles in tai area
were comted. It was found that the bubbles in a set of picturos did not
always appear at the same place. The reason for this is probe'1y that
there was a pause between bubbles at a point so that the surface sometimes
appeared bare at this point in a still picture. Thus, the -naber of bubbles
counted was the time average for +he surface. Probably acre spots were
active.

When starting up, the tank was filled with fluid ad vigorous boiling
was allowed to occur for about an hour. The cooling water was then turned
on and the flux lowered to the desired value. Thus, the surface was de-
gassed and the desired point always appraochad from a higher flux.
Eperience has shon that only this is the only w to obtain reprodnoaMle
boiling data.
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FIGURES

Figure 1 The conical cavity with a 900 contact angle. The r* is the

critical value and has associated with it the critical & T.
The shape of the temperatare-volume curve is qualitatively
the same as the reciprocal r versus volume curve.

Figure 2 Boiling curves of water at one atmosphere and 900C on paraffin
treated copper surfaces finished with 3/0 emery. The circles
are for points taken on the surface with the 37 cavities
described in the text and Appendix A. The crosses are for an
identical surface without these cavities.

Figure 3 The reservoir cavity contact angle 900*. Note that it is
possible to have temperatures below saturation without de-
activating this cavity.

Figure 4 Contact angles for water on stainless steel treated with paraffin

Figure 5 Contact angles for water an 'clean' stainless steel.

Figure 6 Measured nucleation superheats compared to the calculated. The
center line is the calculated value from equation (3). The other
lines are for an error of 1 z 104 inches in measuring the cavity
mouth diameter. D = .0019'.

O steady stream of bubbles
between 5/sec and 1 in 5 sec

0 slower than I in 5 see
dead cavity

o stopping
X starting

Figure 7 Different cavity. D = .018 clean surface. Symbols the same as

for Figure 6.

Figure 8 Reservoir cavity, D = .0016 for the top line and .0018 for the
bottom one. Symbols the same as for Figure 6.
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Figure 9 Number of active spots per unit area versas wall superheat.
ethanl on 3/0 fInished oopper

ethanol on 3/0 finished oopper
water an 3/0 finished oopper
water.

Figre 10 Sama data as igure 9 plotted versus r* as calculated froa

le=atiom (3).

Fige n seater and tank asksbir used to obtain data preseed in
tgares 2, 9, and 10.

1) cooling ooil copper
2) brass tank with two glass sides

3) neoprene iasher
4) beas " wn% to hed heater assembly in plae
5) heater assembly dimnaine- as followss

- diameter In straight seation, 1'

-- thicsas of plate an top, .021'
- distances of thezmoo ples from the udermeath side

of the plate, .22', .91*, and 1.61a.
6) thernoonmple )ele
7) abrncms heater, one of tbree
8) top plate, .021' thiek.

Figure 12 Schematic diagram of test boiler used to obtain contast angle
aernts

1) pressure gagp
2) ssfety valve
3) blew-off valve
4) thermooneple
5) s+-at1anssteel flanged crose used as boler, 1' frem

flange to flamp, 2-.3/2 L.D.
6) InsulatIon
7) 35W camra
8) drain valve
9) window, g.ass c-rIng sealed
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500 watt chromolux immersion heater
water level

light
variao
s+aiuA steel flange

Yigure 12b Test

1)
2)

3)
4)

5)

6)
7)

*eotion for acntaot angle mesarables
flange cover
distilled water
tiltng plate
water level in vssel
hose equ prmes
fres, bram
barrel cmtainIng water and test plate with brass sides
and glass ends. Ids barrel turns in its frame under
the aotion of the -eani== which is screwed in and ot
of the flaNg.

Pigre 13 Test set up used to obtain the nutleation superheats for
single oavitie. (Not to sal..)

10)

11)
12)
13)

34)
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